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 申請者は 2011 年 5 月 23 日～26 日にポーランドの Krakow で行われた国際研究会

の”Understanding Relativistic Jets” に参加してきた。この研究会は 3，4 年に一度

ポーランドで行われる研究会で、今回は研究の進展に加え、Relativistic jet の観測に

おいて非常に大きな貢献をした Marek Sikora 教授の定年退職記念として行われ、こ

の分野に大きな貢献をした有名な研究者が世界各地から多数参加した。 
 申請者はこの研究会において、博士課程の中心的研究課題である相対論的散逸の実

用的数解法の研究成果について、” A New Numerical Scheme for Relativistic 

Dissipative Hydrodynamics and Resistive Magnetohydrodynamics, and 
Application to Astrophysics”というタイトルでポスター発表を行った。ポスター発表

では先に述べた多数の研究者に興味を持ってもらえ、有意義な議論を行った。質問で

は特に申請者の実用的解法の精度や具体的な応用例についてきかれ、ポスターに載せ

た計算結果を用いて説明を行った。具体的な応用例については申請者の海外学振の受

入研究員をお願いした Kirk 教授と特に議論を行い、来年度以降の研究について話し

合った。 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



A New Numerical Scheme for Relativistic Dissipative Hydrodynamics 
and Resistive Magnetohydrodynamics, and Application to Astrophysics

In recent years, various high energy astrophysical phenomena are extensively studied by using the relativistic fluid approximation. However, 
there are only limited descriptions of the dissipative effect in relativistic regime, such as thermal conduction, viscosity, and resistivity. This is 
because a simple relativistic extension of the Navier-Stokes equation and resistive magnetohydrodynamic equation include unphysical 
exponentially growing modes originated from the acausal character of parabolic equation. In this poster, I present a new algorithm and 
numerical code that can treat viscosity, thermal conduction, and resistivity accurately and causally. Our new scheme solves the above problems, 
and can calculate relativistic phenomena stably and rigorously. 

1. Introduction

Makoto Takamoto, Kyoto university
abstract

・Acausality in dissipation theory

Perturbations grow unphysically in dissipative RHD   
because energy comes from acausal region unphysically!!

e.g.) energy equation (if relativistic extended heat flux is used)

characteristic velocity is infinite

：parabolic partial differential equation

t = 0 + εt = 0 T ≠ 0 even at infinity!
⇔ Heat flows faster than 

light !!

solution : consider the relaxation of dissipation !!

This is a telegrapher equation, and causal equation！

relaxaion timescaleτ and 1/σ is very short compare to 
the characteristic timescale of hydrodynamics

equation is stiff and hard to solve numerically 
by using the ordinal explicit difference scheme !!

Piecewise Exact Solution (PES) method

: stiff equation

The evolution of Q(t) is much faster than that of P(t)

P(t) can be assumed to be constant 

We can obtain the formal solution !!

2. dissipative RHD(Israel-Stewart theory)

ref) T. Inoue, & S. Inutsuka, ApJ 687 (2008) 303
      S. S. Komissarov, MNRAS 382 (2007) 995

ref) M. T & Shu-ichiro inutsuka, (2011), submitting to Journal of Computational Physics

: Piecewise Exact Solutions

1. fluid equations ＝ advection and diffusion equations

advection part   +  diffusion part

Solvable accurately by Riemann solver !!

・Numerical Scheme

2. relaxation equation evolve by using PES method 

・Results of  test simulations  (2D Kelvin-Helmholtz instability)

3. Resistive RMHD ref) M. T & T. Inoue , The Astrophysical Journal, 734, 1, (2011).
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As a result, the evolution part of the Maxwell equations can be rewritten as

!tB + !" E = 0, (45)

!tE #!" B = #qv, (46)

!tE = #Jc. (47)

In component form, Eqs. (45) and (46) reduce to

!tB
x = 0, (48)

!tB
y # !xE

z = 0, (49)

!tB
z + !xE

y = 0, (50)

!tE
x = #qvx, (51)

!tE
y + !xB

z = #qvy, (52)

!tE
z # !xB

y = #qvz. (53)

We solve Eqs. (49), (50), (52), and (53) using method of characteristics (MOC), which will

be shown in Sec. 3.2. Eq. (51) is solved using the Runge-Kutta method. The numerical

scheme for the sti! equation Eq. (47) will be shown in Sec. 3.3.

3.2. Method of characteristics

The method of characteristics can be used to solve the initial value problems of

advective and hyperbolic equations. As is well known, the Maxwell equations are

hyperbolic, so we can solve the Maxwell equations accurately by using this method.

The Maxwell equations for the transverse fields are Eqs. (49), (50), (52), and (53). By

adding and subtracting these equations, for Ey, Bz, and Jy, we obtain

[!t ± cch!x]
± F = #1

2
Jy, (54)

±F $ 1

2
(Ey ± Bz), (55)

1. Electromagnetohydrodynamics equations

fluid part   +  electromagnetic part

・fluid part        = Riemann solver
・electromagnetic part  = method of characteristics
                                      + Constraint transport (CT)

・Numerical Scheme

2. stiff equation of E evolve by using PES method 
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solved analytically

E! = E0
! exp

!
!!

"
t

"
, (70)

E" = E#
" + (E0

" ! E#
") exp [!!"t] , (71)

where E#
" = !v " B and su!x 0 indicates the initial component. If we use the explicit

integrator, the sti" equation has to be solved in very small time steps #t. However, since

Eqs. (70) and (71) are formal solutions, we can avoid the stability constraints of the time

step. In the context of ambipolar di"usion in partially ionized plasma, a similar numerical

technique using the piecewise formal solution of sti" part is known to be useful scheme

(Inoue et al. 2007; Inoue & Inutsuka 2008; Inoue & Inutsuka 2009).

3.4. Constraint Equations

It is well known that Eqs. (9) and (10) are constraints on the Cauchy surface. Though

Maxwell equations ensure that these constraints are preserved at all times, straightforward

numerical integration of Maxwell equations does not preserve these properties because of

the accumulated numerical error. This causes corruption of numerical results, and results

in a crash in the end. For this reason, there are a number of numerical techniques for

avoiding this problem, and we adopt constrained transport (CT) for the magnetic field

and hyperbolic divergence cleaning for the electric field. The main idea of the hyperbolic

divergence cleaning is that one defines new variable $ as the deviation from constraint

equations, and arranges a system of equations to decay or carry the deviation $ out

of the computational domain by high speed waves. The detailed explanation of CT is

presented in Sec. 3.7.2 (see also references (Stone & Norman 1992; Stone & Norman 1992;

Stone et al. 1992; Hawley & Stone 1995)).

・Results of  test simulations

・We have developed new numerical scheme for dissipative RHD and resistive RMHD
・If one considers the relativistic dissipation, one has to deal with stiff equation, and it is hard to solve numerically.
    We have solved this problem by using Piecewise Exact Solution.
・Our method based on the splitting the hydrodynamic equation into advection part, EM part, and dissipation part,     
   and calculate advection and EM by using Riemann solver and MOC. 
    ⇒ We can calculate accurately problems with various characteristic velocity. 

Summery:

Dissipative RHD Resistive RMHD
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